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RevisitEdVideoTest Problems of Viewing This Page? Go to our diagnostic page to see what happened. This section provides the chapter summary of the Strange Case by Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Robert Louis Stevenson. Chapter 1 -History Door Mr. Utterson and his cousin Mr. Enfield went for a walk as they pass a strange-looking door. Enfield remembers
the story with the door. In the early morning, he said, he saw a man trampling on a young girl. He chased the man and brought him back to the scene. The crowd gathered, and to avoid the scene, the man offered to pay compensation to the girl. It was accepted, and he opened the door with a key and reappeared with a large check. Utterson is very
interested in this case and asks if Enfield is sure that Hyde used the key to open the door. Enfield is confident he did. Chapter 2 -Search Mr Hyde That Evening's lawyer, Utterson, is concerned about what he heard. He takes from the safe the will of his friend Dr. Jekyll. It contains an alarming instruction: in the event of Dr. Jekyll's disappearance, all his
possessions must go to Mr. Hyde. Utterson decides to visit Dr. Lanyon, an old friend of his and Dr. Jekyll. Lanyon had never heard of Hyde, and had not seen Jekyll in ten years. That night, Utterson had terrible nightmares. He begins to observe the door (which belongs to Dr. Jekyll's old laboratory) at any moment, and eventually sees Hyde opening it.
Utterson is appalled by the feeling of evil coming from him. Utterson goes next door to warn his friend, Jekyll, against Hyde, but the servant, Poole, says that Jekyll came out and the servants were instructed by Jekyll to obey Hyde. Utterson worries that Hyde might kill Jekyll to capitalize on the will. Chapter 3 -Dr. Jekyll Vascuit's Ease Two weeks later, after a
dinner party with friends at Jekyll's house, Utterson is left behind to talk to him about will. Jekyll laughs at Atterson's concerns, comparing them to Lanyon's usual and unassuming attitude to medical science. The reader now sees why Lagnon and Jekyll fell out, and begins to realize that Jekyll's behavior has become unusual. Utterson persists with the subject
of will. Jekyll hints at a strange relationship between him and Hyde. Although he trusts Utterson, Jekyll refuses to reveal details. He asks him, as his lawyer, not his friend, to make sure it is fulfilled. He assures him that the moment I choose, I can get rid of Mr. Hyde. Chapter 4 - The Case of The Murder of Carew Nearly a year later, an elderly gentleman is
brutally mowed down to death on Hyde Street. Witnesses to the murder is a maid who recognizes Hyde. Utterson admits the murder weapon broken half of the three trots he gave to Jekyll many years ago. When he hears that The Killer Hyde, he offers to bring the police to his house. They are told that home for two months. But when they search the house,
they find the other half of the murder weapon and signs of hasty exits. Chapter 5 - The incident with a letter to Utterson goes to Jekyll's house and finds him looking terminally ill. He asks if he's hiding Hyde. Jekyll assures him that he will never see or hear Hyde again. He shows Utterson a letter to Hyde that points to this. Utterson asks Getter, his chief clerk,
to compare the handwriting on the letter with the handwriting at Jekyll's invitation. There is a similarity between them, albeit with a different bias. Utterson believes that Jekyll forged a letter in Hyde's handwriting to hide his escape. Chapter 6 -Remarkable incident Dr Lanyon police can not find Hyde. By the way, Jekyll seems happier and, within two months, he
communicates again. Suddenly, however, he appears depressed and will not see Atterson. Utterson visits Dr. Lanyon to discuss their friend's health, but finds Lanyon on his deathbed. Lanyon refuses to discuss Jekyll, who he hints is the cause of his illness. Trying to find out what happened, Utterson writes to Jekyll. He receives a reply that suggests that
Jekyll has fallen into a very disturbed state and says that he is under a dark influence. Lanyon dies and leaves a letter to Utterson in an envelope marked not to be opened until dr. Henry Jekyll dies or disappears. Utterson, being a good lawyer, locks him in his safe. Utterson tries to return to Jekyll several times, but his servant, Poole, says he lives in isolation
and will not see anyone. Chapter 7 - The incident in the window of Utterson and Enfield take one of their walks as at the opening of the book. They walk past Jekyll's window and see that he looks like a prisoner in solitary confinement. Utterson shouts at him, and Jekyll responds, but his face suddenly freezes in the expression of extreme horror and despair.
The change in Jekyll's expression is so sudden and awful that it froze the blood of the two gentlemen below and they retreat in silence. Chapter 8 - Last night One evening, Jekyll's servant comes to Utterson and asks him to come to Jekyll's house. They go to the lab, but the door is locked. The voice from the inside doesn't sound like Jekyll, and both men
think it's Hyde. Poole said the voice for days screamed for a specific chemical to be delivered, but the chemicals the data were dismissed as not clean. Poole says he previously saw a man in the lab who looked barely human. They break down the door and inside find the body twitching. In his hand are the remnants of a test tube (or a bottle). The body is
smaller than Jekyll, but wear clothes that will fit it. On the table there will be from the day that leaves all Utterson, with the name Hyde struck out. There is also a package containing Jekyll's 'recognition' and Ask atterson to read Dr. Lanyon's letter, which he left after his death and is now safe at atterson. Utterson tells Pulu that he'll be back before midnight
when he reads all the documents. Chapter 9- The Narrative Chapter 9 of Dr. Lanyon lists the contents of Dr. Lanyon's letter. It tells how Lanyon received a letter from Jekyll asking him to collect a chemical box, a vial and a notebook from Jekyll's lab and give it to the man who called at midnight. Lanyon says he was curious, especially since the book
contained some strange entries. A man shows up at midnight. He is small and grotesque, dressed in too much clothes for him. The man offers to take the chemicals or drink potion. Lanyon takes and, in his eyes, Hyde turns into none other than Dr. Jekyll. Terrified of what he witnessed, Lanyon became seriously ill. Chapter 10 - Henry Jekyll's full statement
about the case of Dr. Jekyll tells the story of how he turned into Hyde. It began as a scientific curiosity in the duality of human nature (good and evil sides), and his attempt to destroy the dark self. Free Jekyll and Hyde Review guide for GCSE. I've spent ages on this, it's full of differentiated activities, quotes, themes, symbolism and context analysis. FULL
REVAMPED FOR 2020 exams and now available in PowerPoint printing or PDF printing! PowerPoint is fully edited. For both files, you can see the contents of the qIP file as part of the download. Check out our English store for loads of more free and inexpensive KS3, KS4, KS5, literacy and whole school resources. ASA English Language Paper 1 and
Paper 2 Organizers of Knowledge ASA English Language Paper 1 Section A'A English Language Paper 1 Sections A and B Package AA English Language Paper 1 Package ASA English Language Paper 2 Issue 5 Package ASA English Language Paper 1 Issue 5 Package AA English Language Paper 2 Section Package ASA English Language and English
Literature Review Package Inspector calls the entire package Macbeth reviewing the package and Hyde the whole scheme package Jekyll and Hyde revision package Romeo and Juliet whole package scheme power and conflict poetry comparison verses package Power and Conflict Poetry whole package scheme Love and relationship poetry whole
package Invisible Poetry whole package scheme or check out some citizenship GCSE, RE, PSHE and RSE resources in EC resources These resources can be used as a companion course to support students as they taught the strange case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. In addition, students can plunge in and out of them if they have a task on character or
theme. Notes are easy to read and therefore available to students who struggle with English, but also include more complex stretch readings above student achievement. The guidelines are designed to help students have a better understanding of what is required in the exam and how to write essays to improve grades. Check
www.physicsandmathstutor.com more items and other revision resources. This section discusses the key themes in the Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Robert Louis Stevenson. Jekyll's ambivalence claims that man is not really one, but really two, Stevenson uses the characters Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde to express their beliefs about human duality,
presenting them as two contrasting characters. Using two completely different characters with different names and looks gets his message of human duality through effectively. Good against evil Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde as an allegory of good and evil that exist in all men, and of our struggle against these two sides of our personality. In the novel, the battle
between good and evil rages within the individual. Since Hyde seems to be taking over, it can be argued that evil is stronger than good. However, Hyde is ultimately dead, perhaps suggesting weakness or failure of evil. The big question, of course, is whether or not good can be separated from evil, or whether the two are forever intertwined. Repression is
undoubtedly the cause of trouble for Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. The repression here is that in Victorian Britain: no sexual appetites, no violence, and no great expressions of emotion, at least in the public sphere. Everything is sober and dignified. The more forbidden appetites Jekyll suppresses, the more he desires Hyde's life, and the stronger Hyde grows. We
see this after Dr. Jekyll's two-month hiatus from Hyde; Dr Jekyll believes the craving for evil has been increased after months of repression. The friendship and friendship of fidelity in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde serves to move the plot forward. In addition to human curiosity, Utterson is forced to solve the mystery of the evil man because of his friendship with Dr.
Jekyll. Trying to solve the mystery, he reveals important parts of the information. In this sense, friendship acts as a motivator and as an incentive. As for the friendship between Dr. Lanyon and Dr. Jekyll, it is certainly not as unconditional as the loyalty that Mr. Utterson carries to Dr. Jekyll. Instead, it is fraught with competition, anger, and ultimately
irreconcilable quarrel. We see that friendship can be destroyed by differences of opinion. The appearance and reputation of the figure in the novel is both figurative and literal. Dr. Jekyll definitely wants to keep a respected facade, although it has many unpleasant tendencies. Literally the appearance of the novel reflects the character of the building's
inhabitants. Dr Jekyll has a comfortable and well-appointed home, but Mr Hyde spends most of his time in the dark windowless structure of the doctor's lab. Curiosity in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, curiosity forces the characters to seek knowledge. This curiosity is either suppressed or performed in each character. Curiosity has no negative connotations; instead,
characters who are not actively seeking to solve the mystery of Jekyll and Hyde may be seen as passive or weak. Finally, the characters' curiosities are, to some extent, passed on to the reader; we are trying to solve the puzzle together with Mr. Utterson. The Lies and Deception Plot often drives forward mystery and deception; Mr. Utterson doesn't know the
relationship between Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and he wants to find out. In addition, omitting scenes of Mr. Hyde's supposedly crazy debauchery, Stevenson lets our fantasies escape into the wild and fill in the gaps. Violence This novel details two crimes of violence against innocent and helpless citizens: first, a little girl, and secondly, an elderly man. The
violence in the novel focuses on Mr. Hyde and raises the question of whether violence is an integral part of human nature. The religion of God and Satan is prominent in this text, as well as many general references to religion and charitable causes. As part of their intellectual life, the men in the novel discuss various religious works. One sign of Mr. Hyde's
wickedness, for example, is his defaching Dr. Jekyll's favorite religious work. Mr. Hyde is also often compared to Satan. Women and Femininity Most female characters in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde are passive and weak. The first woman we see is a young girl mowed by Mr. Hyde. Although she is not much worse, more scared, it still raises an incredible fuss and
a large group of people come to her aid. The next woman we see is through the maid's story about the Murder Carew. Seeing the murder, she faints, waking up long after the killer has left, making her a passive spectator. Science, Mind and Supernatural Scientific Mind and Supernatural are the main factors in the development of the conflict between Dr.
Lanyon and Dr. Jekyll, which is an integral part of the plot. Dr. Lanyon adheres to a more traditional set of scientific concepts than Jekyll. In the book, science becomes a cover for supernatural activity. Jekyll's science brand leads to the supernatural. Supernatural.
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